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a good night’s sleep

Dear dreamers!
Dormeo®, your favourite sleep-expert brand, is always honoured when our solutions for better
sleep are welcomed into your most sacred place – your home. And we are honoured to present
our portfolio of products, based on innovative technologies and quality materials to provide
optimal comfort and healthy sleeping.
At Dormeo® brand, we provide much more than products for good sleep. We are sleep experts,
your comfort zone, a friend you can always lean on, your gift of health and well-being.
We hope you enjoy good night’s sleep for years to come and that we will help you find inspiration
to follow your dreams during the day, too!
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ABOUT DORMEO
Dormeo® has made a huge impact on millions of people all around the world. Our
international success has contributed to bringing a revolution to the sleeping industry
and has educated consumers, who are now aware that healthy sleep is one of the most
important pillars of a happy and fulfilling life.
Our success is the result of constantly bringing new and innovative sleep- and living-related
solutions that fit different needs, expectations and interests of consumers.

www.dormeo.xx
www.dormeo.xx

2002

FIRST FOAM MATTRESS PRODUCED IN ITALY

2004/05

NEW CATEGORIES INTRODUCED: TOPPERS, PILLOWS
AND LIVING. FIRST DORMEO® STORE OPENED IN LJUBLJANA,
SLOVENIA.

2007

DEVELOPMENT OF FIRST PRODUCTS WITH MEMORY FOAM.

2009/10

15 MATTRESS MODELS IN PORTFOLIO. BEGINNING OF BABY
MATTRESSES PRODUCTION. STARTS SELLING DORMEO®
PRODUCTS IN UNITED KINGDOM THROUGH DORMEO UK.

2011

LAUNCH OF OCTASPRING® TECHNOLOGY AND FIRST
MATTRESS WITH OCTASPRING® SPRINGS.
INTRODUCTION OF THE NEW CATEGORY: DORMEO® FURNITURE.

2013

OVERALL 300+ PRODUCTS IN DORMEO® BRAND PORTFOLIO.

2018

10 MILLION PEOPLE IN EUROPE SLEEP ON DORMEO
MATTRESS OR TOPPER AND DORMEO® IS GLOBALLY
TRUSTED BRAND PRESENT WORLDWIDE IN 40+ COUNTRIES.
DORMEO® LAUNCHED DORMEO® SLEEPING ACADEMY.
DORMEO® RECEIVED EMMA AWARD FOR THE BEST
COMMUNICATION FOR 15 YEARS ANNIVERSARY.
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Getting to know the materials contained in Dormeo products:

MATERIALS
MEMORY FOAM
Sleeping on a mattress or a pillow from viscoelastic memory foam gives you a personalized sleeping environment. It responds to your
body’s position, weight, shape, and temperature and adapts to its contour. Besides giving you exceptional sleeping comfort, memory
foam is also hypoallergenic and thus suitable for people who suffer from or are prone to allergies.
ECOCELL®
Open cell Ecocell® is a top quality comfortable new generation foam, designed for excellent sleeping comfort. Because of its open dimensional cellular structure it enables efficient air circulation. It is firm foam that constantly retains its shape, no matter what pressure is
applied to it. The elastic nature of Ecocell® allows it to conform to the unique contours of your body and provides great level of support.
VISCOSE FIBERS
Soft and highly absorbent viscose fibers have temperature regulation properties, thus making your duvet, pillow or mattress cover
perfectly suitable for use during summer and winter. Also having more moisture absorbency of cotton, viscose fibers from bamboo
offer a dry and healthier sleeping comfort.
COTTON / ORGANIC COTTON
Cotton and organic cotton, grown without fertilizers or pesticides, are renowned for bringing natural airiness into your sleeping
environment. Cotton’s durability and strength guarantees the highest level of softness and suppleness.
WELLSLEEP® FIBERS
Wellsleep® having great thermal properties and being very pleasant to the touch, these micro-fibres also have minimal moisture absorbency, which allows it to be naturally resistant to stains. Bedding products filled with Wellsleep® micro fibre can be very light and
yet very warm, and feel like down bedding product.
TENCELTM LYOCELL FIBERS
Tencel Fibers, made from eucalyptus plants, are known to be as soft as silk, strong as polyester, cool as linen, warm as wool and more
absorbent than cotton. They provide a dry and pleasant environment coolness. They are also naturally hypoallergenic. The production
of Tencel fibers is environmentally friendly and the fiber is also 100% biodegradable.
TENCEL MODAL FIBERS
The exceptionally ecological fibers are naturally soft and pleasant on the skin. They are made of beech wood and are produced in
environmentally responsible way.
CLIMALITE / CLIMALITE SILVER
Climalite fibers ensure the sleeping surface is cool, fresh and dry due to their channeled surface structure, which diverts excess heat
and moisture away.
When coated with silver, Dormeo mattress covers, pillows and duvet fabrics provide a fresh and hygienic sleeping environment and
protect development of dust mites.
AIR X SYSTEM
AirX System provides optimum air circulation to our products. Cellular insets divert excess moisture away and allow air circulation
making sure that your sleeping surface is always fresh and dry.
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CELLIANT™
Celliant™ is the most established and clinically tested infrared fiber in the industry. Its fibers makes it suitable for every sleeper, because
they help you regulate your body temperature to keep you cool or warm as needed and provide better circulation which can relieve joint
and muscle pain.

TREATMENTS
CLEAN EFFECT®
CleanEffect® is a special fabric treatment which we use to add extra protection against dust mites, fungi, bacteria and unpleasant odors.
It makes the Dormeo products especially suitable for people prone to allergies and for those, who are concerned about hygienic sleeping
environment.
ALOE VERA / GREEN TEA TREATMENT / ARGAN OIL
Our products, treated with gifts of nature, such as soothing aloe vera or rejuvenating green tea, keep your
sleeping environment natural, soft and gentle to the touch.
ADAPTIVE TREATMENT
Products with Adaptive® treatment respond dynamically to body temperature changes and perspiration, keeping you warm during
winter and cool & dry during summer. This improves your overall sleep quality.
ESSENTIALTM TREATMENT
Essential™ it’s an absolute 100% natural treatment and is used as protection against dust mites, bacteria and unpleasant odors. It thus
minimizes the risk of allergies and provides healthy comfort.
RE-VITALIZE TREATMENT
Special Re-Vitalize treatment based on ions helps to improve sleep quality, increase body relaxing and energy.

OCTASPRING® TEHNOLOGY
Octaspring® is a hybrid invention, the first and only of its kind. Spring meets foam – dynamic flexibility plus unsurpassed
support. Think of an Octaspring® as a honeycomb of comfort. Each foam spring features eight reinforcements, a
series of air vents and a hole in the center that allows humid air to pass through and away. The final result is a luxurious,
dynamic sleep surface, up to 8x more breathable than memory foam.

www.dormeo.xx
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Mattresses
Choosing a mattress that is perfect for you is not
the easiest task but with our support and help it will
be very easy to accomplish. We all have different
sleep needs and preferences, differently, quality of
sleep impacts all of us in the same way. Good night’s
sleep influences our daily lives, from professional and
relationship areas to health and overall well-being. We
advise you to choose your mattress carefully having
in mind not only its price but also if it meets your
requirements. Our sleep experts are here for you for
personalized advice!
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Qualities of a good mattress:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

offers the right support for the whole body and especially the spine
offers the right comfort by perfectly adapting to your body’s shape
suits your sleeping position
is hypoallergenic
is protected from dust mites, fungi and bacteria
is made of quality materials
tested on main mattress functions: durability, ergonomy,
breathability and hypoallergy.
a good night’s sleep

MATTRESS SHAPE RECOMENDATIONS GUIDE

Body shapes of
women and men:
RECTANGLE WEDGE TRIANGLE HOURGLASS

RECTANGLE WEDGE TRIANGLE HOURGLASS

FLAT BODY PERSON: rectangle
SLEEPING
POSITION

Back sleeper

Side sleeper

Stomach sleeper

WEIGHT

DORMEO MATTRESS

<90kg

Aloe Vera, Aloe Vera Plus, Siena, Fresh Prima, Air+ Comfort, iMemory S Plus

>90kg

Fresh Prima, Imemory Silver, Air+ Select, iMemory S Plus

<90kg

Fresh Prima, Air+ Comfort, Air+ Select, iMemory Silver, iMemory S Plus

>90kg

iMemory Silver, Air+ Select, iMemory S Plus

<90kg

Aloe Vera, Aloe Vera Plus, Siena, Fresh Prima, Air+ Comfort, Air+ Select, iMemory S Plus

>90kg

Fresh Prima, iMemory Silver, Air+ Select, iMemory S Plus

CURVY BODY PERSON: wedge, triangle, hourglass
SLEEPING
POSITION

Back sleeper

Side sleeper

Stomach sleeper

www.dormeo.xx

WEIGHT

DORMEO MATTRESS

<90kg

Fresh Prima, Air+ Comfort, Air+ Select, iMemory Silver, iMemory S Plus

>90kg

Fresh Prima, iMemory Silver, Air+ Select, iMemory S Plus

<90kg

Fresh Prima, Air+ Comfort, Air+ Select, Air Lux Plus, iMemory Silver, Imemory S Plus

>90kg

Fresh Prima, iMemory Silver, Air+ Select, Air Lux Plus, iMemory S Plus

<90kg

Fresh Prima, iMemory Silver, Air+ Comfort, Air+ Select, iMemory S Plus

>90kg

Fresh Prima, iMemory Silver, Air+ Select, iMemory S Plus
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HOW TO CHOOSE A MATRESS
perfect for you

1. FIND THE RIGHT
SUPPORT
A mattress should support your individual weight
& shape. The heavier & curvier you are, the firmer & more
compact mattress core you need for optimal support.

Support layer is core of the mattress and provides the right amount of support
to the body.

ECOCELL® FOAM
BODY WEIGHT

FIRMER & MORE COMPACT
mattress
core
mattress core

BODY SHAPE

FIRMER & MORE COMPACT

LOOK
FOR

OCTASPRING® TECHNOLOGY

Springs made of memory foam are a revolutionary hybrid invention.
Each foam spring features eight reinforcements, a series of air vents and
a hole in the center that allows humid air to pass through and away. The
final result is long lasting unsurpassed support, superior breathability and
3D adaptation for better comfort.
D WINNI
AR
N
W

G

A

mattress core

Very supportive top quality foam that constantly retains its shape. It is
a firm foam which greatly adapts to your body shape due to its elastic
nature. Because of its open cellular structure it enables efficient air
circulation.

ING ®

O

AS
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2. FIND THE RIGHT
COMFORT
Upper comfort layer is very important in providing proper
weight distribution to the sleeping surface and pressure
relief. The heavier and curvier you are, greater pressure to
the sleeping surface you create, so you need either thicker
or softer comfort layer for more even weight distribution.

comfort layer

LOOK
FOR

mattress core

BODY SHAPE

SOFTER OR THICKER

comfort layer

If you sleep on the side, the position of your hips
and shoulders create higher pressure to the sleeping
surface, so you need a thicker or softer comfort layer
on top of the mattress, in comparison with people
sleeping on the back and stomach, who create less
pressure and their weight distributes more evenly.
SLEEPING STYLE

SOFTER OR THICKER
comfort layer

www.dormeo.xx

FORMACELL® FOAM

Softer and breathable foam that helps to reduce the pressure by
distributing body weight on the wider sleeping surface for increased
comfort.

BODY WEIGHT

SOFTER OR THICKER

Comfort layer is located above mattress main core or/and within mattress cover.

MEMORY AND iMEMORY FOAM

Pressure relieving viscoelastic foams perfectly adapt to your body
shape and greatly contribute to the sleeping comfort. iMemory foam
has additionally thermo-regulative abilities for optimal temperature of
sleeping environment. Added silver ions contribute to anti-bacterial and
anti-odour protection.
PERSONALIZATION POSSIBILITIES
Sleep adapted to your different life circumstances
REVERSABLE
CORE

Our bodies go through changes, such as weight gain or loss, pregnancy, aches
resulting from injuries. A mattress with reversible core is thus the perfect
choice - simply change the core and get different support and comfort level.

PERFECT SOLUTION FOR COUPLES
REVERSABLE
DUAL CORE

Couples usually have different sleeping needs due to their body weight,
shape, sleeping position and sleeping habits. Dual core, that ensures choosing
different mattress sides, is the solution that fits both.
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SYMBOLS FOR MATTRESESS
The mattress is double sided with one firmer and one softer
side. This allows you to choose the firmness you like or need.
Double mattresses come with two separate reversible
dual cores in one mattress cover. This allows firmness
personalization for each partner. Also, there is no movement
transfer from one sleeper to another when sleeping on the
same mattress.

3

Mattress has three comfort zones in the upper back, lower
back and leg zone. This design provides comfortable support
of different firmness to crucial body areas and can perfectly
adapt to your body shape according to your weight.

5

Mattress has five comfort zones to support your shoulder &
neck, lower back, hips, thighs and knees.It provides customized
support and helps keep your spine in perfect alignment.
All of our mattresses are hypoallergenically tested. We
enable our customers to confidently choose a mattress
that will help them reduce the allergens in their bedroom,
by ensuring that our products have undergone stringent
scientific testing.
All our products are made using highly advanced,
environmentally friendly materials, and are suitable for
recycling.
Cover of the mattress is washable, ensuring a cleaner, more
fresh and hygienic environment.
Bed in a box mattresses that are compressed and vacuum
packed into a box (or any other packaging) that represents
just the fraction of the actual size of a mattress.

1

2

4

3

6h

Soft
height

27 cm

Height of Dormeo
mattresses is from
16 cm to 27 cm.

Less hard
Medium hard
Hard
Very hard
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TESTED
&
CERTIFIED

A MATTRESS YOU CAN TRUST
Dormeo mattresses are tested by independent laboratories.
tested by the

ITALIAN APPROVED
PHYSICAL AND
MECHANICAL INSTITUTE

tested by the

GERMAN ERGONOMIE
INSTITUTE

tested by the

NETHERLANDS
LABORATORY FOR
MATTRESSES

tested by the

ITALIAN APPROVED
TEXTILE LABORATORY

www.dormeo.xx

DURABILITY



ERGONOMIC



BREATHABILITY



HYPOALLERGENIC



The team of multifield experts with 50 years of experience have
issued a certificate to our mattress, guaranteeing it will not lose
its height and firmness during extended warranty period.

Tests have proven the mattress has exceptional ergonomic
properties, therefore perfectly adapting to the human body
and providing outstanding level of sleeping comfort.

The independent Dutch laboratory concluded that the
mattress has excellent ventilating ability that provides a dry
and fresh sleeping environment and contributes to overall
mattress hygiene.

Based on antibacterial, antimicrobial and anti dust mite tests,
the mattress provides a clean and safe sleeping environment
and has hypoallergenic feature.
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Octaspring® mattresses
Octaspring® is a technological innovation that took us 20
years to develop. The Octaspring® springs have an open
honey comb foam structure, made of Ecocell® or viscoelastic
Memory foam, which gives our products their unique
properties:
•
•
•

14

Octaspring® springs are 3D adaptable, move
independently and enable customized support for the
body.
Superior breathability - up to 8x more breathable than
block of foam, it enables sleeping in a dry and fresh
enviroment/surface.
No transfer of movement. You will not be disturbed if
your partner moves a lot during his/her sleep.

•
•

Each spring dynamically conforms to the contours and
movements of your body in all sleeping positions - side,
back or stomach.
Made from top quality materials, Octaspring® springs
always return to their original shape no matter how much
pressure is applied.
Awards for the Octaspring® technology

a good night’s sleep
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OCTASPRING® TECHNOLOGY
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BREAKTHROUGH SLEEP TECHNOLOGY MAKES THE MATTRESS
MORE BREATHABLE, ADAPTIVE AND COMFORTABLE.

TECH

N

15

EXTENDED
WARRANT Y

15

YEARS

RISK
FREE

100
NIGHTS

OCTASPRING® TECHNOLOGY

THE MATTRESS OF YOUR DREAMS
When you want the most luxurious sleeping experience of your life, this is the mattress you need. From high quality new generation
Ecocell® foam and award-winning Octaspring® springs to memory foam, pocket springs, natural TencelTM Modal fibers and 5-zone
full-body support, it has all the comfort, breathability and support ever dreamed of.

height

27 cm

2 FIRMNESS LEVELS:
LESS HARD, MEDIUM HARD

1
2
3
4
5

BREATHABILITY

5

5 ZONES

6
7

REVERSIBLE
DUAL CORE

16

WASHABLE
REMOVABLE COVER

8
9

2 cm Memory foam in cover
1 cm of Soft foam
2 cm Ecocell® foam
3cm Octaspring® springs
3 cm Ecocell® foam
3cm Octaspring® springs
2 cm Ecocell® foam
8 cm pocket springs
3 cm Ecocell® foam

1

3

2

4

5

6
7
8

9
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EXTENDED
WARRANT Y

15

RISK
FREE

100
NIGHTS

YEARS

OCTASPRING® TECHNOLOGY

PERFECT FIRMNESS AND BEST BODY SUPPORT
Mattress, designed for ultimate sleeping comfort features the winning combination of breathability and adaptability to your body.
With 3 support zones, pocket springs for premium height and natural TencelTM Modal fibers that are extremely soft on the skin.

2 FIRMNESS LEVELS:

height

27 cm

HARD, MEDIUM HARD
1
2

REVERSIBLE
CORE

1

3

3 ZONES

2
3

WASHABLE
REMOVABLE COVER
www.dormeo.xx

4
5

4 cm Ecocell® foam
5 cm Octaspring® springs
3 cm Ecocell® foam
10 cm pocket springs
5 cm Ecocell® foam

3

4

5
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EXTENDED
WARRANT Y

15

mattress

YEARS

RISK
FREE

60
NIGHTS

iMemory S Plus
The first 100% personalized mattress - choose
your firmness, choose your support
Risk free choice for all who don’t know what mattress is best for them
and for couples with different sleeping preferences. Inspired by human
body and the natural S shape of the spine. The heart of the mattress is
a S-shaped layer of patented Octasprings®, which enhance mattress
breathability for healthy and hygienic mattress.
8 DIFFERENT SLEEPING OPTIONS:
4 firmness & 2 support levels

RE-VITALIZE
T R E A T M E N T
BREATHABLE
REVERSIBLE DUAL CORE
HYPOALLERGENIC,
ANTI-BACTERIAL, ANTI-ODOUR
3

3 COMFORT ZONES
THERMOREGULATION
WASHABLE REMOVABLE COVER

OCTASPRING®
TECHNOLOGY

8 FIRMNESS LEVELS:

height

20 cm

from SOFT to VERY HARD

1
2
3

1

Cover with CleanEffect® Silver treatment

2

2 cm Memory foam quilted in cover

4
3
4
5
5

18

less firm Ecocell® foam
3 cm of foam Octasprings
firm Ecocell® foam
a good night’s sleep

EXTENDED
WARRANT Y

15

mattress

YEARS

RISK
FREE

60
NIGHTS

Fresh Prima

Octaspring® and Ecocell® foam mattress with
memory foam cover for perfect freshness and
firmness
A mattress for those who dream of a comfortable, fresh and hygienic
sleeping environment. Fresh Prima has three comfort zones that react
to the pressure points of your body in head and shoulders, back and
legs zones. 2cm of viscoelastic Memory foam provides even more comfort. 3D Airmesh and removable cover ensure freshness and hygiene. It
has enhanced breathability due to the unique spring ventilation system
that provides constant airflow making sure your sleeping environment
is fresh night after night. Perfect for whole family.

RE-VITALIZE
T R E A T M E N T

SUITABLE FOR KIDS
THERMOREGULATION
HYPOALLERGENIC
3

3 COMFORT ZONES
WASHABLE REMOVABLE COVER

OCTASPRING®
TECHNOLOGY

FIRMNESS LEVEL:
MEDIUM

1

2

1
3
2

4

3
5

4
5

www.dormeo.xx

height

18 cm

Cover with CleanEffect® Silver treatment
2 cm Memory foam cover
3 cm Ecocell® foam
3 cm of foam Octasprings
10 cm Ecocell® foam
19

EXTENDED
WARRANT Y

15

mattress

YEARS

RISK
FREE

30
NIGHTS

iMemory Silver
Adjustable firmness mattress with
iMemory foam support
If you and your partner want to sleep on a mattress of different
firmness - this is your answer to the question - what kind of mattress to choose. The core of this mattress consists of two parts of
different firmness. You can switch those parts and sleep on a surface of different firmness in the same bed. Three comfort zones and
viscoelastic iMemory foam will guarantee total comfort for both,
you and your partner.

4in1
SYSTEM

3

3 COMFORT ZONES
REVERSIBLE DUAL CORE
THERMOREGULATION
HYPOALLERGENIC
WASHABLE REMOVABLE COVER

4 FIRMNESS LEVELS:
from MEDIUM SOFT to HARD

4

1

1

2 cm iMemory foam in cover

2

7,5 cm Ecocell® foam core - less firm side

3

7,5 cm Ecocell® foam core - firm side

4

Silver-coated fibres

2
3

20

height

18 cm

a good night’s sleep

EXTENDED
WARRANT Y

10

mattress

YEARS

RISK
FREE

30
NIGHTS

Aloe Vera Plus

Quality Ecocell® foam mattress for firmer
body support, enriched with Aloe Vera
This mattress’s cover is treated with Aloe Vera extract, making it
extra gentle and fresh. Its upgraded from Aloe vera mattress with
2 cm higher core, is firm, ensuring perfect adaptation to your back
and strong support for your spine, which remains in its natural position during sleep. It also features materials that do not cause allergies,
making it suitable for all, who want undisturbed and relaxing sleep.

HYPOALLERGENIC

ALOE VERA TREATMENT

FIRMNESS LEVEL:
VERY HARD

height

18 cm

2

1

1
2

www.dormeo.xx

16 cm Ecocell® foam
Aloe Vera treatment in cover
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EXTENDED
WARRANT Y

10

mattress

YEARS

RISK
FREE

30
NIGHTS

Aloe Vera

Quality Ecocell® foam mattress for firmer
body support, enriched with Aloe Vera
Firm mattress core perfectly adapts to your tired and tense back,
provides strong support for your spine, helps to keep it in natural and
correct position. Lie down and relax for quality sleep. This mattress is
made from materials that do not cause allergies and its cover is treated with Aloe Vera extract making it extra gentle and fresh.

HYPOALLERGENIC

ALOE VERA TREATMENT

FIRMNESS LEVEL:
VERY HARD

height

16 cm

2

1

1
2

22

14 cm Ecocell® foam
Aloe Vera treatment in cover
a good night’s sleep

EXTENDED
WARRANT Y

6

mattress

YEARS

RISK
FREE

30
NIGHTS

Siena

A firmer mattress that will give your spine
just the right balance of support and
cushioning
For better sleeping quality and proper back support for affordable
price. Perfect for creating your first sleeping environment at the
beginning of your independent life. The bottom and sides of Siena
mattress cover are made from special AirX system fabric that improves air ventilation. This mattress does not require much maintenance,
you can simply remove its cover and wash it.

HYPOALLERGENIC
WASHABLE REMOVABLE COVER

FIRMNESS LEVEL:
HARD
2

height

14 cm

1

1
2

www.dormeo.xx

14 cm Ecocell® foam
CleanEffect® treatment in cover
23
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WARRANT Y
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mattress

YEARS

Baby

Ecocell® mattress for your child’s healthy and
comfortable sleep environment.
This mattress is designed to suit your child’s needs from start on. It has
reversible option with two support levels. One side with slightly firmer support which is suitable for newborns, and other side with softer
support appropriate for toddlers. Mattress available in boys blue and
girls pink color.

REVERSIBLE CORE
WATERPROOF COVER

Boys’ & Girls’
variation

HYPOALLERGENIC
BREATHABLE
WASHABLE REMOVABLE COVER

height

10 cm
1

2

3

24

4

1

Waterproof cover

2

5 cm Ecocell® foam core - soft side

3

5 cm Ecocell® foam core - firm side

4

Zip
a good night’s sleep

futon
3in1

This 3in1 supplementary mattress, coffee
table and a ottoman is both functional and
comfortable solution.
•
•
•
•

Set it up in just seconds.
Ecocell® foam supports body.
Clean Effect® treatment for extra hygiene.
Removable and washable cover.
Consists of: Top fabric: 100% polyester.
Bottom fabric: 100% polyester with anti-slip dots. Core: Ecocell®.
Size: Unfolded: 65x195x12xm, Folded: 65x65x36cm.

Additional cover in 2 colors:

height

12 cm

height, when folded:

36 cm

www.dormeo.xx
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LINES

HARMONY
Advanced technologies and
structures to ensure top support
and adaptability.

VITALITY
Upgraded quality and increased
adaptability for additional
comfort, revitalizing & refreshing
your sleep.

COMFORT
Basic / essential products, but
at the same time providing
comfortable and healthy sleep.

26
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HARMONY

Mattress comparison table:

Air + Select

Air + Comfort

COMFORT

VITALITY

iMemory S Plus

Fresh Prima

Years of guarantee

Firmness

Height

Hypoallergenic

CleanEffect®

Comfort layer

Comfort zones

15

Less hard,
Medium hard

27 cm







5

Medium hard,
Hard

27 cm





from Very hard
to Soft

20 cm







3

Medium hard

18 cm







3



3

15

15

15

iMemory Silver

15

from Medium
to Hard

18 cm





Aloe Vera Plus

10

Very hard

18 cm





Aloe Vera

10

Very hard

16 cm





Siena

6

Hard

14 cm





www.dormeo.xx

3

Octaspring®
technology

2 layers

1 layer

1 layer

1 layer
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Slatted Bed Bases
The slatted bed base is an essential part of
your bed and necessary for the proper use of
your mattress. If you choose the right slatted
bed base your mattress will .last longer and
will adjust better to the shape of your body,
making your sleep even more comfortable
and supportive.

slatted bed base Trio Electric Flex

Properties of slatted bed bases:
•
•
•

They allow the air to circulate, leaving the mattress dry and airy
while you sleep.
The firmness can be adapted to individual needs and desires.
They absorb body movements on the mattress and enable the
ergonomic positioning of your body during sleep.

GUARANTEE

2
Raise and lower the head and foot of the bed at
YEARS
the touch of a button.
Remote on wire.
42 embedded springy birch slats.
Excellent support.
5 zones.
You can set hardness in lumbar area with 9 adjustable slats.
28
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slatted bed base Trio Flex

GUARANTEE

2

39 (for 190 cm length) or 42 (for 200 cm length)
springy birch wood planks.
9 adjustable slats (3 sets of 3 slats).
Easy to assemble.
For people up to 120 - 130 kg of weight.

slatted bed base Silver Flex
28 springy birch wood planks.
5 adjustable slats.
12 level height adjustment.
Easy to assemble.
For people up to 120-130 kg of weight.

slatted bed base Clip Flex
28 birch wood planks.
4 double planks.
Adjustable firmness.
3 zones.
Easy to assemble.
4 cm height.
For people up to 120 – 130 kg of weight.

YEARS

GUARANTEE

2

YEARS

GUARANTEE

2

YEARS

slatted bed base Compact Flex
28 birch wood planks.
5 double planks.
Adjustable firmness.
3 zones.
Easy to assemble.
5 cm height.
For people up to 120 – 130 kg of weight.
www.dormeo.xx

GUARANTEE

2

YEARS
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Toppers
To pp ers c an be a great sol ution for turnin g
a s of a o r any o t h e r sl eeping surface into
a c omf o rtable bed. Th ey are compact an d
s p ace s avi n g s o you can e ven take th e m
w i th yo u i f go i ng on h ol iday.

Where can we use a topper?
SOFA

30

UNCOMFORTABLE
BED

WEEKEND
HOUSE

CAMPING

Properties of toppers:
•
•
•
•

Improve your existing sofa, ottoman bed, pull out couch.
Adjust to your body shape.
Provide a good combination of comfort and support.
Guarantee a clean and fresh sleeping environment.

CARAVAN

FESTIVAL

STUDENT
DORM

SMALL
APARTMENT

a good night’s sleep

How to choose a topper?
There are 3 important things that you should consider when choosing the right topper for you:

1.

The shape of the surface on which you are planning to use your new topper – is it worn out, used up, has lumps, is
uneven, has sunken spots or is it relatively new and has a proper, even sleeping surface?
If you have a relatively uneven sleeping surface with sunken spots on which you are planning to use the topper you need
a firmer topper that has foam comfort layer that will improve the shape of your sleeping surface. If you have a
relatively new and even sleeping surface you need a softer topper made out of memory foam.

2. What would you like to gain with buying the new topper – additional height, comfort, or both?
If you would like to gain additional height on your sleeping surface we recommend toppers that are 5 to 7cm high. For
additional comfort consider choosing toppers that have a layer of memory foam that will give you a pleasant sensation
of weightlessness and relieve pressure points.

3. Would you like to have a healthier sleeping environment?
For a healthier sleeping environment, you can choose between our variety of toppers that are hypoallergenic and have
anti-bacterial and anti-dust mite protection (CleanEffect® treatment). For additional hygiene, some topper covers are removable
and machine washable.
www.dormeo.xx
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topper Air
Your couch, sofa, pull out sofa, any other uncomfortable sleeping
surface or even floor with addition of Dormeo AIR topper will
become more breathable and more hygienic sleeping surface.
It will provide your body better and customized support,
give you better protection against dust mite, unwanted
microorganisms and odd odors.

FREE
TRIAL

14

D A Y S

CleanEffect® treatment for anti-dust mite,
anti-bacterial and odor-free.
AirX System fabric for enhanced air circulation.
Anti-slip bottom fabric which provides the
topper to stay firmly on the surface.
3 comfort zones – for individual body support.
height

3

OCTASPRING®
TECHNOLOGY

topper Renew Natura
Designed to offer support and the best comfort. It is made of 100%
memory foam and is divided in 7 zones for optimal spine alignment.
Natural Tencel™ Lyocell fibers in the cover and natural Essential™
treatment makes this topper the natural choice for a good night’s sleep.
Comfort: made of 100% memory foam with convoluted surface
completely adapts to shape, weight and warmth of your body and
givesyou a tender massage feeling.
Support: 7 zones: head&neck zone, shoulder zone, lumbar zone,
hip zone, mid-leg/knee zone, lower-leg zone, foot zone.
Knitted cover for increased durability.
Natural Tencel™ Lyocell fibers in the cover provides a breathable,
dry and cool sleeping environment.
Natural Essential™ treatment against dust mites, bacteria and
unpleasant odours.
Removable and washable cover and anti-slip bottom for safe fixation.
32
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3 ZONES

7 cm

GIFT

anatomic
pillow

MEMORY FOAM

height

3,5 cm

height

6 cm

a good night’s sleep

topper Memosan Roll Up 3+2 or 5+2
If you want to add an extra layer of support and comfort to your sofa or to your existing
mattress then Dormeo Memosan topper roll up is the perfect solution. If you receive guests
unexpectedly you just unroll it and it turns into a first-class bed or transforms your sofa into
the ultimate supportive and comfortable sleeping environment. Dormeo Memosan topper
roll up literally rejuvenates your current sofa or mattress and is designed to provide you a
good nights‘ sleep with it‘s different zones and orthopedic qualities.

FREE
TRIAL
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Made from a combination of high quality,
point adaptable Ecocell® foam ( 3 or 5 cm)
and 2cm memory foam for extra comfort.
Maintains hygiene as it is treated with CleanEffect®.
AirX System fabric on the sides improves air ventilation.
Adapts to your body – with three comfort zones.
Can be easily rolled up and locked with straps.
MEMORY FOAM

height

5 cm

height

7 cm

topper Yin&Yan
This topper is designed to bring total balance of softness and support to your sleep. It is
made of softer and firmer, supportive layer of high quality Ecocell® foam that conforms
to your body. The topper’s support level can be personalized in 4 different ways by flipping
topper layers or topper from side to side.

FREE
TRIAL
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Flip Ecocell® layers: firm foam (grey) on top and softer (white)
on bottom, giving 2 different firmness, comfort levels
Flip side to side: giving different support for your shoulder
or knees – 2 different supports
Argan oil treatment in cover ensures soft and comforting feel.
CleanEffect® treatment for protection against anti dust mites,
bacteria and odours
Anti-slip dots on the bottom.
Removable and washable cover.
HYGENIC

www.dormeo.xx

ANTI-SLIDE

height

5 cm
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topper Silver Plus 3 zones
Made of 4 cm high quality, permanently elastic Ecocell foam with three-dimensional cellular
structure that enables efficient air circulation and conforms to the unique contours of your
body. The topper offers individual support of body areas and a tender massage feeling.
®

Support: high quality Ecocell foam with 3 support zone:
head&neck, hips and legs.
Breathable: AirX System on cover sides and airy inner
cover provide breathable, fresh and dry environment.
Protection: Silver Plus treatment with anti-bacterial,
anti-odour and anti-dust mite effect.
No movement: Anti-slip bottom ensures your topper
will be safely fixed on all surfaces.
Hygienic: Removable and washable cover for additional hygiene.

FREE
TRIAL
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FEET ZONE
HIP ZONE
HEAD ZONE
height

3

3 ZONES

HYGENIC

4 cm

ANTI-SLIDE

topper Roll Up Green Tea
Increases comfort of any old and unsupportive mattress or couch and turns sleeping into pure
relaxation. The microcapsules of green tea essence infused into the roll up positively affect the
general physical and emotional well-being, embracing you into a peaceful and soothing sleep.

FREE
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Ecocell® foam enables great support and proper spine alignment due to excellent
adaptability points. The open cell foam from Ecocell enables also efficient air
circulation for a good night’s sleep.
CleanEffect® treatment protects roll up against dust mites,
bacteria and unpleasant odours.
Upon skin contact, microcapsules with green tea essence break,
releasing calming fragrance.
Anti-slip coating on the bottom for safe fixation.
With two straps for easier and compact storing.
height

WATER - REPELLANT
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5 cm

a good night’s sleep

topper Silver Plus 3 zones 4+1
This 5-centimeter high topper’s core is made of new generation, open cell Ecocell foam, which is
permanently elastic with three-dimensional cellular structure. It enables efficient air circulation and
excellent adaptability points. The topper is divided into 3 zones for optimal comfort and is treated
with Silver Plus which provides anti-bacterial, anti-odour and anti-dust mite protection.
Comfort: Ecocell® foam provides air transpiration and thus a dry and
hygienic sleeping environment. The foam constantly retains its shape,
no matter the pressure applied, yet it conforms to the unique
contours of your body. Due to its convoluted shape,
it also provides a tender massage feeling.
IO
T
NA
L COMFOR
Support: 3 zone: head&neck zone, hip zone, foot zone.
1 cm of Formacell foam is quilted in the cover for additional support.
Removable and washable cover with anti-slip dots for safe fixation.
AirX mesh material on the cover’s sides ensures continuous air circulation.
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FEET ZONE

T

HIP ZONE

HEAD ZONE
height

3

3 ZONES

HYGENIC

5 cm

ANTI-SLIDE

Toppers comparison table:
Height

HARMONY

Air

Renew Natura

VITALITY

COMFORT
www.dormeo.xx

Comfort layer

Washable cover



7 cm

3,5 cm
6 cm

CleanEffect®









essential treatment
/ silver plus



Zones

Octaspring®
technology

3
1 layer

7

Memosan Roll
Up 3+2

5 cm





Memosan Roll
Up 5+2

7 cm





Yin&Yan

5 cm



Silver Plus
3 zones

4 cm





3

Silver Plus
3 zones 4+1

5 cm







3

Roll up
Green Tea

5 cm
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Mattress protectors
Our mattress protectors provide you with
maximum hygiene, protecting your mattress
from dust mites, bacteria, and other impurities,
prolonging its life span. It is perfect for kids
and people who suffer from incontinence.

Mattress protector properties:
Elastic straps makes fitting easy and ensures that it stays in place.
Protects your mattress keeping it like new over long period of time.

Protector comparison table:
Aloe Vera

Fabric: 40% viscose, 60% polyester / Base: 100% polyurethane

side elastic bands

completely
waterproof

Fresh

Fabric: 100% cotton / Base: 100% polyurethane

2in1 mattress protector
& fitted sheet

completely
waterproof

3D

Top fabric: 98% polyester, 2% elastane,
with thermoplastic polyurethane layer; Skirt fabric: 100% polyester

fitted-sheet style protector

completely
waterproof

Dreamspace

Fabric: 40% viscose, 60% polyester / Base: 100% polyurethane

fitted-sheet style protector

completely
waterproof

Renew Natura

Top fabric: 70% polyester, 30% Tencel Lyocell; Base: thermoplastic
polyurethane layer; Side fabric: 92% polyester, 8% elastane.

fitted-sheet style protector

completely
waterproof

Pillow cotton protector

Fabric: 100% cotton

zipper

completely
waterproof
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Aloe vera
treatment

Silpure®
treatment

a good night’s sleep

mattress protector 3D

mattress protector Aloe Vera

This protector also features 3D surface for extra cushioning,
gentle massage feeling and additional comfort during sleep.

Helps prevent stains and dust on the
mattress. Cotton and aloe vera
extract in the cover for additional
softness and freshness.

3D SURFACE

ALOE VERA
WATERPROOF
Different sizes available.
Consists of: top fabric: 98% polyester, 2% elastane,
with thermoplastic polyurethane layer; Skirt fabric: 100% polyester.

WATERPROOF
Different sizes available.
Consists of: 40% viscose, 60% polyester

mattress protector Fresh

mattress protector Dreamspace

Provides ultimate protection, keeps your mattress clean,
Provides ultimate hygiene protection, keeps your mattress
clean and helps create an allergy-free sleeping environment.
With cotton for comfortable feeling.

Your child will sleep throughout the night, and your mattress will
keep its freshness and dryness. With cottton for softness and
enhanced breathability. Fitted-sheet style fits mattresses with
height up to 20cm.

COTTON

COTTON

WATERPROOF

WATERPROOF

Different sizes available.
Consists of: 100% cotton, Base: 100% polyurethane

mattress protector Renew Natura
This is a matress/topper protector or mattress/topper cover.
For natural protection against allergenst, dust mites and liquids.
TENCEL™ LYOCELL

WATERPROOF
Different sizes available.
Consists of: top fabric: 70& polyester, 30% lycocell; Base: thermoplastic
polyurethane layer; Side fabric: 92% polyester, 8% elastane.

www.dormeo.xx

Different sizes available.
Consists of: 100% cotton, Base: 100% polyurethane

DORMEO RECOMMENDS
pillow protector Cotton
For excellent hygiene, your pillow needs protection from
allergens, dust mites, liquids and stains. Protector
helps create an allergy-free sleeping environment.

COTTON

WATERPROOF

Size: 50 x 70cm
Consists of: 100% cotton
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Enhancers
En h ancer i s new Dorme o product wh ich
w i ll up grade the comfort, softne ss and
w a r mth of yo u r bed in j ust seconds. Th i s
p l u sh en han c er transforms any sl e e ping
s u r f ace - mattress or toppe r instantl y
i n t o the mo s t re stful sl e e p imaginabl e .
Th e s ec ret i s i n th e We l l sl e e p ® f ibers
c o re f i lli n g whi ch e nsures gre at softne s s
a n d thermo-regul ating propertie s.It will
easily increase and emphasize the comfort of the
mattress or the topper. Enhancer comes with 4
useful straps so it can be attached to the mattress or
the topper.
38

The main functions of the
enhancers are:
To enhance comfort.
To enhance warmth or cooling, depending on the
version of enhancer.
To enhance the height of the mattress or the topper.

a good night’s sleep

enhancer Cooling
Ideal solution for people who often wake up sweaty in the middle of the night, which
results in poor sleep. This enhances features temperature cooling fibers that pull
excess heat away from the sleeping surface and prevent overheating. Stored heat
releases back to sleeping surface when sleeper’s body temperature lowers.

Ensures cooling effect, breathability and softness.
Enhances comfort and height of the sleeping surface.
Hypoallergenic Tencel™ Lyocell fibers for dry and pleasant sleeping coolness.
With 4 straps for easy attachment to mattress or topper.
Fully washable.

TENCELTM FIBERS

www.dormeo.xx

Different sizes available.
Consists of: Cover: 60% cotton, 40% nylon.
Filling: 50% polyester, 50% Tencel™ Lyocell
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HYGIENE

Pillows
Do you remember when was the last time
you changed your pillow?
Maybe it is time for a new one?

40

EVERY
YEARS

2

CHANGE
YOUR PILLOW

MORE THAN

12 MILION
PEOPLE
SLEEP ON DORMEO
PILLOWS

Relaxation and calmness comes when you put your head on a comfortable
pillow and nestle into soft and cozy surface after a long day. Dormeo offers
products that can satisfy various needs: whether you are one of those who
want to sleep in a fresh environment, whether you prefer warm beds or
whether you appreciate natural materials.

a good night’s sleep

HOW TO CHOOSE A PERFECT PILLOW?
All our Dormeo pillows are created to provide the right support during your sleep.
1.
2.
3.

They must keep your back in the right position.
They must adapt to your sleeping position.
If you are allergic, they must be unfriendly to dust mites and washable.

Anatomic pillow

CHOOSING A PILLOW
ACCORDING TO
ITS SHAPE

These Dormeo pillows are made mostly from viscoelastic Memory
foam material. Special shape of the pillow and Memory material
guarantee right support for your head, neck and shoulders and can
help relieve tension in nape. It is easier to relax and rest when lying
comfortably.

Classic pillow

Fillings of classic pillows are mostly made from Wellsleep® advanced
or TencelTM Lyocell microfiber. Some of the pillows have bamboo
fiber, wool or silk. These pillows have adjustable height, so it is easy to
fit them to your needs. They are also washable.

CHOOSING A PILLOW ACCORDING TO YOUR SLEEPING POSITION
Back sleeper

Side sleeper

Back
sleepers
need
supportive pillow. The pillow
must ensure the natural
curved position of the spine,
and provide proper support
for the head, neck, and
shoulders.

If you sleep on side it is
important for your head to
stay in place, that‘s why you
need a firmer and higher
pillow. The pillow must help
your body maintain its natural
position.

www.dormeo.xx

Stomach sleeper
If you like sleeping on stomach
you need a very low and soft
pillow that could keep your
spine in the right position.
You should choose a flat pillow
with silk or microfiber filling
that can adjust to your body
weight.

Mixed sleeper
If you change your sleeping
positions often, you need a
flexible pillow so it would be
comfortable to sleep on your
stomach, back and side. Choose
a medium soft pillow that will
adjust to your every sleeping
position.
41

0
1

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR

2
3

FOR THIS ACTIVITY YOU WILL NEED:

Ruler on left side

4
USER HEIGHT

5

HOW TO MEASURE YOUR PILLOW:

6

1

7

Stand against/next to a wall. Make sure you
are standing in the same style as you would lie
on your mattress.

8

2 Place your head against the wall and use the
ruler to measure the gap between your head
and the wall. This is the gap that your pillow is
required to fill.

SIDE SLEEPING POSITION

PILLOW HEIGHT

Above 15cm

185cm - 195cm

13cm - 15cm

175cm - 185cm

12cm - 13cm

165cm - 175cm

11cm - 13cm

155cm - 165cm

11cm - 12cm

145cm - 155cm

10cm - 12cm

135cm - 145cm

9cm - 10cm

Less than 135cm

7cm - 8cm

9

195cm plus

3 Buy yourself a great Dormeo pillow.

10
11

4 Once you have the pillow, place it between
the wall and your head. The pillow that is the
one for you will have you looking straight
ahead with a straight neck. This will allow your
spine, neck and head to be fully supported

12
13
14

PILLOW TRUE EVOLUTION

PILLOW CLASSIC MEMOSAN

• The most breathable Dormeo pillow in the world.

• Perfectly adapts to every contour of your head.

15
16
17

2 heights available:

18

40x60cm

12cm and 16cm

50x70cm

Higher than 10cm

19
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0
1
2

FOR THIS ACTIVITY YOU WILL NEED:

3

Ruler on right side

4

USER HEIGHT

10cm - 15cm

185cm - 195cm

10cm - 13cm

175cm - 185cm

10cm - 12cm

165cm - 175cm

9cm - 12cm

155cm - 165cm

8cm - 11cm

145cm - 155cm

7cm - 10cm

135cm - 145cm

7cm - 10cm

Less than 135cm

Below 8cm

7
8

2 Place your head against the wall and use the
ruler to measure the gap between your head
and the wall. This is the gap that your pillow is
required to fill.

195cm plus

6

1 Stand against/next to a wall. Make sure you are
standing in the same style as you would lie on
your mattress.

PILLOW HEIGHT

5

HOW TO MEASURE YOUR PILLOW:

BACK SLEEPING POSITION

9

3 Buy yourself a great Dormeo pillow.

10
11

4 Once you have the pillow, place it between
the wall and your head. The pillow that is the
one for you will have you looking straight
ahead with a straight neck. This will allow your
spine, neck and head to be fully supported
throughout the night.

12
13

• With natural thermo-regulation effect.

• With two special chambers for perfect support
to your head and spine.

15

• Unique 2 in1 design with classic and anatomic
side.

ANATOMIC PILLOW ALOE VERA

PILLOW CLASSIC
RENEW NATURA

14

PILLOW AIR+ SMART DUO

16
17

Higher than 13cm

50x70cm

15cm

50x70cm

Higher than 10cm

18

40x60cm

19

www.dormeo.xx
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Octaspring® pillows
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BREAKTHROUGH SLEEP TECHNOLOGY MAKES THE PILLOW MORE BREATHABLE
THAN TRADITIONAL MEMORY FOAM PILLOW.

Uni que and high qual ity pil l ows with
i n no vati ve Octaspring ® tech nol ogy provide
y ou the u lti m ate comfort and support du r in g
y ou r s leep. Octaspring ® pil l ows cradl e y ou r
h e ad, and s upport your neck wh il e you
s leep . Bes i d es th at th e se pil l ows provi de
g reat ai r ci rc ul ation, me aning more h yg ie n ic
e n vi ron men t t h at wil l l ul l you gentl y t o s le e p.
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Octaspring® pillows ensure:
•

Best and proper support for your neck.

•

Perfect adaptation to the shape of your head and
neck.

•

Excellent air circulation.

a good night’s sleep

Anatomic and classic pillow in one. Choose from two different supports
in one pillow: classical filling on one side or ergonomic support from
Octaspring® tube on the other side.
Suitable for all sleepers.
OCTASPRING®
TECHNOLOGY

Pillow size: 40x60cm.
Consists of: Cover: Top fabric: 100% polyester
Side fabric: 100% polyester (AirX System)
Core: Head chamber: 100% polyester („featherfeel“ microfibre) /
Neck chamber: polyurethane foam (Ecocell®) tube, viscoelastic
polyurethane foam wrapping (memory foam)

It’s unique honeycomb structure provides excellent breathability and
gives you a cooler, drier and more hygienic sleep. The secret is in perfect
combination of the unique Octaspring® technology support and the
cradling comfort and softness of memory foam. Two heights available.
Suitable for side and back sleepers.
height

12 cm

height

16 cm

OCTASPRING®
TECHNOLOGY

Travel Pillow New is a portable, luxurious and compact way to travel in
comfort and style, no matter where your travel takes you. This innovative
neck pillow not only features a knitted plush velour that will quickly drift
you into dreams, but it is also made of memory foam to give you the
support and comfort that you need during travelling hours.

OCTASPRING®
TECHNOLOGY

ONE SIZE FITS ALL - adjustable toggles to shape the pillow to the specific contours of your neck
Cover: 100% polyester (280 gsm knitted velour), zipper
Core: viscoelastic foam (memory foam) wrapped with crumb foam

Pillow size: 40x60cm.
Consists of: Cover: Top fabric: 100% polyester
Core: viscoelastic polyurethane foam wrapping (memory foam);
12 pcs of memory foam Octaspring® spring; 12 pcs Ecocell® springs

Pillows from memory foam
Vi s c o elas ti c memor y foam is a
m a t eri al that perfectl y mol ds to
t he s hape of your h e ad and ne ck,
c o ntrib u ting to proper s pine
a lignme nt, p ro viding th e righ t
s u pp ort an d p le asant rel ax ation.
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Memory foam pillow properties:
Viscoelastic foam or memory foam is a material that has revolutionized
the way our body rests during sleep. It moulds perfectly to the shape
of your head and neck, thus giving you a personalized sleeping
environment. It also gives you perfect support without creating antipressure on muscles and bones. Besides giving you exceptional sleeping
comfort, memory foam is also hypoallergenic and thus suitable for
people who suffer from or are prone to allergies.

a good night’s sleep

classic pillow Memosan
A pillow of classical form with bits of viscoelastic Memory
foam filling. You can choose its firmness by adding or removing
its filling. The coves sides are made from 3D Airmesh for
better air circulation. The cover is washable.
Size: 50x70cm.
Cover – 100% cotton.
Filling – Wellsleep advanced microfiber.
Sides – 3D Airmesh.
Pillow filling – bits of viscoelastic Memory foam (1400 g).

Suitable for all sleepers.

anatomic pillow Memosan
Three-layer pillow consists of one Ecocell® and two
viscoelastic Memory foam layers. You can change its firmness
or height by switching the position of layers. One pillow has
three different heights and 5 levels of firmness to offer. Shape
your pillow according to your needs!
Size: 30x50cm.
Cover 100% cotton.
Cover filling - Wellsleep advanced microfiber.
Sides – 3D Airmesh material.
Core – upper and lower layer – viscoelastic Memory foam;
middle layer – Ecocell polyurethane foam.
Suitable for all sleepers.

www.dormeo.xx
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anatomic pillow Renew Natura
This pillow will give you an incredible feeling of comfort and
weightlessness. With knitted fabric cover for flexibility and
durability, memory foam and natural thermo-regulating
properties it is ultra-soft to the skin and ensures dry, healthier
and more natural sleep.
Size: 30x50cm.
Memory foam and Tencel™ Lyocell fibers.
ActiproTM natural treatment.
Essential™ treatment against dust mites, bacteria
and unpleasant odours.
Suitable for side and back sleepers.

anatomic pillow Sleep Inspiration
The ultimate pillow for healthy and restful sleep, because it
perfectly conforms to your head and neck. Cover sides feature
AirX mesh fabric for extra breathability.

Size: 30x50cm.
With memory foam.
3D quilted squares for massage feeling and warmth.
Available in 2 colors: coral pink or azzuro piping.

Suitable for side and back sleepers.
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anatomic pillow Siena
This anatomically designed pillow is made of high quality
memory foam and completely adapts to the shape, weight and
warmth of your head and neck. It also features 3D squares for
3D appearance, soft feeling of massage and warmth.

2pcs
SET

Size: 30x50cm.
Cover: 100% polyester.
Sides – Airmesh material.
Core: viscoelastic Memory foam; middle layer: 100% polyester.
Suitable for side and back sleepers.

classic pillow Siena
Made of Softdream micro fibers which are strong, resilient and resistant
to stretching and shrinkage and of Wellsleep® advanced microfibers,
which ensure breathability and softnessy. The pillow has zig-zag quilting
and unique structure which creates air-pockets for extra volume.

2pcs
SET

Size: 50x60cm, 50x70cm, 70x80cm.
Cover: 100% polyester.
Quilted cover filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfiber.
Filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfiber.
Suitable for all sleepers.

anatomic pillow Dreamspace
The pillow is made of 2 memory foam layers and 1 Ecocell® foam
layer, enabling adjustment of firmness and height by switching
or removing layers. The pillow thus completely follows child’s
growth stages, and provides support, comfort and breathability.
Size: 25x40cm.
Cover: 100% cotton.
Cover filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfiber.
Sides: Airmesh material.
Core – upper and bottom layer – viscoelastic Memory foam;
middle layer - Ecocell®polyurethane foam.
www.dormeo.xx

DEDICATED
for
CHILDREN

Suitable for side and back sleepers.
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Pillows with Wellsleep® filling
We lls leep ® mi c rof ibers are advance d,
s t rong yet s o f t f ibre s th at are ver y
p l e as an t to the touch and h ave minimal
m oi s ture ab s o rbe ncy wh ich al l ows
re s i s tan c e to s t ains. Th ey al so fe ature
t e m p erature-regul ating prope rties and a re
h y poallergeni c , making th em suitabl e al s o
fo r allergy-s u f fere rs.
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Wellsleep® microfibers properties:
These fibres are the perfect alternative to down products,
which can cause allergies for some people. Unlike down, flexible
Wellsleep® fibres maintain the shape, size and volume of the
product, guaranteeing full support throughout the night. This
advanced material ensures breathability, which is very important
for a good rest.

a good night’s sleep

classic pillow Renew Natura
This comfortable classic pillow features Wellsleep® advanced
microfibers for full breathability and natural TencelTM Lyocell fibres
for extreme softness, added volume and a dry and pleasant coolness.
The TencelTM Lyocell fibres also have excellent hypoallergenic
properties. This pillow also enables height regulation.
Size: 50x70cm.
Cover: 100% polyester.
Quilted cover filling: 50% natural TencelTM Lyocell, 50%
Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
Core: 100% Wellsleep® advanced.
Suitable for all sleepers.

classic pillow Yin&Yan
This pillow comes with a side zipper so you can increase or reduce the
amount of its filling, thus completely adapting height and firmness
to your needs and preferences. Featuring Wellsleep® advanced
microfibers and natural argan oil treatment, it offers a soft and
comforting feel throughout the night.
Size: 45x65cm.
Outer fabric: 100%polyester Super Soft Sateen with argan oil
treatment.
Cover filling: 100% PES fibre 200GSM
Core filling: 100% PES ball fibre 600G
Suitable for all sleepers.

www.dormeo.xx
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classic pillow Dreamspace

DEDICATED
for
CHILDREN

Breathable, extremely comfortable and naturally soft pillow has a
side zipper, enabling you to adjust the amount of filling and thus fit
the pillow’s height and softness to fit your child’s needs. Its cover is
made of 100% cotton for the most natural and soft feeling.
Size: 40x60cm.
Cover: 100% cotton.
Cover filling: 100% polyester.
Core filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.

Suitable for all sleepers.

classic pillow Aloe Vera
Pillow, treated with Aloe Vera, which provides enhanced softness and
smooth sensation will enrich your sleeping environment with a natural
and gentle touch. You can adjust the pillow’s height and softness thanks
to zipper at the side and regulate the pillow according to your preferences.
Size: 50x70cm.
Cover: 100% polyester with Aloe Vera finish.
Cover filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
Filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.

Suitable for all sleepers.

anatomic pillow Aloe Vera
This pillow features specially designed two chambers which vary in
volume and firmness, providing proper support throughout the night.
The smaller chamber ensures spine alignment and firmer support in
neck and shoulders area; wider chamber gives comfort to the head. Each
chambers allows individual regulation of height and softness.
Size: 50x70cm.
Quilted pillow cover: 100% polyester with Aloe Vera finish treatment.
Cover filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
Pillow shell filling: 50% viscose / 50% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
Core: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
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Suitable for all sleepers.
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classic pillow Sleep Inspiration
This classic pillow has quilted 3D squares on one side which give it a 3D
appearance and provide a soft massage feeling and warmth and is smooth on
the other side which provides a fresh and colder sensation on skin.
Size: 50x70cm.
Cover: 100 % polyester.
Filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
Available in two colours: coral pink, azzurro.

classic pillow Sleep Inspiration Plus

Suitable for all sleepers.

Inspired to make you sleep better, this pillow features quilted 3D squares
for tender massage effect, height regulation, AirX System fabric for
increased air circulation and Wellsleep® filling for extra volume and better
breathability.
Size: 45x65cm.
Top and bottom fabric: 100 % polyester.
Side: 100 Airmesh material.
Filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
Available in two colours: coral pink, azzurro.
Suitable for all sleepers.

classic pillow Siena
This pillow is made of Softdream microfibers which are known to be
strong, resistant to stretching and shrinkage, quick drying, resilient and
durable. It also features Wellsleep® advanced microfibers that make it
extremely breathable and soft, the fibres are also added into the zig-zag
quilting for extra softness.
Size: 50x60cm, 50x70cm, 70x80cm.
Cover: 100% polyester.
Quilted cover filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
Filling: 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
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Suitable for all sleepers.
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Sleep collections
Do r meo s leep col l ections are
p re s ent through t out wh ol e ye ar
a n d are d i s ti n guish e d by material s
a n d treatmens . Col l ections
p rovi d es op ortunity to e asil y
c ho os e s et o f products th at h ave
s ame b en ef i ts a nd adv antage s.
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Renew Natura
NatureFeel
Dreamspace
Sleep Inspiration
Siena
Aloe Vera
a good night’s sleep

pillow & duvet Renew Natura

3

This set is made of eucalyptus-based Tencel
Lyocell, making both the pillow and duvet
naturally hypoallergenic, soft and thermoregulative, helping maintain appropriate
body temperature. And thanks to Wellsleep®
advanced microfibers and AirX System on
the bottom duvet side, the set is extremely
breathable, offering nothing but restful and
healthy sleep.

TM

Pillow size: 50x70cm.
Consists of: cover – 100% polyester.
Quilted cover filling – 50% natural TencelTM
Lyocell, 50% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers,
core – 100% Wellsleep®advanced.
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Duvet size: 140x200cm; 200x200cm
Consists of: top fabric – 100% polyester,
bottom fabric – 100% Airmesh material,
lining under bottom fabric – 100% polypropylene,
Filling – 50% TencelTM Lyocell, 50% Wellsleep®
advanced microfibers.
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pillow & duvet NatureFeel

3

This set will bring natural touch to your
bedroom. Duvet and pillow are made of
organic cotton which is kind to the skin
and nature. It has appealing nature inspired
quilting in a form of leafs quilted on the
pillow and on the duvet. This set will appeal to
everyone and especially to environmentally
conscious people.
Pillow size: 50x70cm.
Fabric: 100% organic cotton
Quilted cover filling: 100% polyester Wellsleep® microfibres
Core filling: 100% polyester (Wellsleep® microfibers)
Filling: 600 g/m2
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Fabric: 100% organic cotton
Quilted cover filling: 100% polyester Wellsleep® microfibers
Core filling: 100% polyester (Wellsleep® microfibers)
Filling: 200 g/m2
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pillow & duvet Dreamspace

3

Set, especially designed for Dormeo by the
winner of a big European student competition
Klavdija Peperko, is made for the sleep of
your child’s dreams. With 100% cotton cover
and Wellsleep® advanced microfibers, the
pillow and duvet will lull the little ones into a
breathable softness and coziness.
Pillow size: 40x60cm.
Consists of: cover – 100% cotton.
Cover filling – 100% polyester
Core filling – 100% Wellsleep® advanced
microfibers.
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Duvet size: 140x200cm
Consists of: cover fabric – 100% cotton
Filling – 100% Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
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COLLECTION Sleep Inspiration

3

Collection, inspired by good night’s
sleep, is designed to ensure you
sleep in a fully breathable and
comfortable environment. With
quilted 3D squares on one side for
soft massage feeling and smooth
fabric on the other for fresh and
colder sensation.

Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
Available in 2 sizes and 2 colors.
Classic pillow size: 50x70cm.
Consists of: cover: 100% polyester,
filling: 100% polyester
(Wellsleep® advanced)
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Classic pillow PLUS size: 45x65cm.
Consists of: top and bottom fabric:
100% polyester, side fabric: 100%
polyester (AirX System), filling:
100& polyester (Wellsleep® advanced).

Duvet size: 140x200cm; 200x200cm.
Top fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester
(Wellsleep® advanced)
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pillow & duvet Siena

3

A very elegant, soft and cozy set with
subtle flounce ornaments. Wellsleep®
advanced microfiber guarantee pleasant
sleeping environment.
Fluffy and soft Wellsleep®
advanced microfiber filling.
Reacts to body temperature.
Balances moisture well.
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Pillow size: 50x70cm.
Consists of: cover – 100% polyester (Softdream
microfiber), cover filling – 100% polyester
(Wellsleep® advanced microfiber), pillow filling 100% polyester (Wellsleep® advanced microfiber).
Filling: 600 g.

Duvet size: 140x200cm; 200x200cm
Consists of: cover – 100% polyester (Softdream
microfiber), filling - 100% polyester (Wellsleep®
advanced microfiber).
Filling: 350 g/m2
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COLLECTION Aloe Vera

classic pillow Aloe Vera

Nature’s rich gift of Aloe Vera textile
treatment is thoughtfully infused in our duvets
and pillows. Aloe Vera treatement enhance the
softness and smooth sensation, regenerates
fabrics, and gives us fresh environment.
Aloe vera fiber.
Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
Pillow size: 50x70cm.
Consists of: cover - 100% polyester (Softdream microfiber),
impregnated with aloe extract, cover filling - 100% polyester
(Wellsleep® advanced microfiber); pillow filling - 100% polyester
(Wellsleep® advanced microfiber).
Filling: 600 g.
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anatomic pillow Aloe Vera

duvet Aloe Vera
3

Pillow size: 50x70cm.
Consists of: cover - 100% polyester (Softdream microfiber),
impregnated with aloe extract, cover filling - 100% polyester
(Wellsleep® advanced microfiber); pillow filling - 100% polyester
(Wellsleep® advanced microfiber).
Filling of two chambers :
cca.350g bigger chamber,
cca.250g smaller chamber

light duvet Aloe Vera

Duvet size: 140x200cm; 200x200cm.
Consists of: cover - 100% polyester (Softdream
microfiber), impregnated with aloe extract, filling - 100%
polyester (Wellsleep® advanced microfiber).
Filling: 350 g/m2

double duvet Aloe Vera
5

5
1

Duvet size: 140x200cm; 200x200cm.
Consists of: cover - 100% polyester (Softdream
microfiber), impregnated with aloe extract, filling - 100%
polyester (Wellsleep® advanced microfiber).
Filling: 200 g/m2
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Duvet size: 140x200cm; 200x200cm.
Consists of: cover - 100% polyester (Softdream
microfiber), impregnated with aloe extract, filling - 100%
polyester (Wellsleep® advanced microfiber).
Filling: Summer duvet cca. 150gsm
Winter duvet cca. 250gsm

CLIP SYSTEM

2 in 1 DUVET
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Bedding sets
Bedding sets are important both
for pleasant interior look and for
harmonius sleep. Create the mood
of your dreams in your bedroom.

4 in 1

Every bedding set features 4 in 1 looks, so you can change
between different bedroom styles whenever you feel like it.

Bedding sets properties
Made from natural materials.
Fit Dormeo duvets and pillows.
Easier care& soft to touch.
62
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bedding set Renew Natura
1 bedding set, 4 looks.
Style your bedroom in four looks and mix&match the calming green
plant print and soild white according to your taste. Made from
cotton and Tencel™ for the natural and softest feel. This bedding
has easy care properties, making it simple to maintain.

4 in 1

Consists of: Lyocell® Tencel, cotton.
Single: Duvet cover: 140x200cm & 1x pillow case 50X70cm.
Double: Duvet cover: 200x200cm & 2x pillow case 50x70cm.
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4 in 1
bedding set Sleep Inspiration

100% COTTON

May your bedroom be playful.
This dotted pattern set will bring inspiration to life! You can style it in 4
different looks, inspired by freshness of spring!

Available in two colors: azzuro, coral pink.

PERFECT MATCH
decorative cushion

Consists of: 100% cotton.
Single: Duvet cover: 140x200cm & 1x pillow case 50x70cm.
Double: Duvet cover: 200x200cm & 2x pillow case
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You can never have too many
dots or too many pillows,
so add few decorative cushions
with same pattern as well.
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bedding set
Butterflies are dreams that fly.
Feel like flying in a dream night after night with this stunning, timeless
bedding set, designed by award-winning Agne Kuzmickaite.
The butterflies look will make any bedroom beautiful.
Available in four colors:

Consists of: 55% Tencel™ Lyocell, 45% cotton.
Single: Duvet cover: 140x200cm & pillow case 50x70cm.
Double: Duvet cover: 200x220cm & 2x pillow case 50x70cm.
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PERFECT MATCH
slippers Primavera
Indulge your feet in this lovely slippers,
exclusively designed for Dormeo, by
renowned designer Agne Kuzmickaite .
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for girLs

bedding set Seaworld

s
y
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fo

100% COTTON

Dreamworld is the 4in1 sea world.
There is not a child in the world that does not love the sea. This
bedding was designed to inspire your youngest and to submerge
them into dreams of fearless sharks or mysterious mermaids.
Enables four looks in one set.

4 in 1
Consists of: 100% cotton
Single: Duvet cover: 140x200cm, pillow cover: 50x70cm
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WINTER COLLECTION from October 2019

bedding set

4 in 1
100% COTTON SATEEN

Be merry and happy.
Designed for celebrating the most wonderful time of the year –
Christmas season – in ultimate comfort. Super soft, with snowflake
design that enables four looks and evokes a true spirit of holidays.
Available in two colors: blue and grey.

Consists of: 100 % cotton sateen.
Single: Duvet cover: 140x200cm & 1x pillow case 50x70cm.
Double: Duvet cover: 200x200cm & 200x200cm & 2x
pillow case 50x70cm.
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PERFECT MATCH
blanket & cushion Warm hug
Combine your bedding with the softest and
the warmest blanket of them all. In your
favourite colour combination. Add also
cushions for extra cozyness.
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WINTER COLLECTION from October 2019

bedding set

4 in 1
100% COTTON PERCALE

Create a trendy, Christmas look in your bedroom.
Designed for creating multiple looks and feels in your sleeping haven.
Beautiful Christmas lights design is perfect for bringing extra magic
to the autumn-winter season.
Available in two colors: mauve and powder pink.

Consists of: 100 % cotton Percale
Single: Duvet cover: 140x200cm & 1x pillow case 50x70cm.
Double: Duvet cover: 200x200cm & 2x pillow case 50x70cm.
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WINTER COLLECTION from October 2019

100% COTTON SATEEN

bedding set
Luxuriously soft sleep.
Providing an exceptionally smooth feeling against the skin and a shiny appearance to your
bedroom with the Oxford style border embroidery. Comfort and good night sleep at its finest.
The set includes multifunctional flat sheet in matching color.
Available in four colors:
white, red, violet, blue

BONUS PACK

Consists of: 100% cotton sateen.
Single: Duvet cover: 140x200cm & 1 pillow case 50x70cm &
1x flat sheet 160x250cm. Double: Duvet cover: 200x200cm
& 2x pillow case 50x70cm & 1x flat sheet 220x250cm.

With this bedding set
you also get flat sheet
in same colour.
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WINTER COLLECTION from october 2019

bedding set Fairy Forest
Bedding that glows in the dark.
This 4in1-look playful bedding will bring your child’s dreams to reality. It creates
a beautiful bedroom by day and shines with stars in the darkness by night.

Available in 2 colors: blue, pink.

4 in 1

Consists of: 100% cotton
Single: Duvet cover: 140x200cm, pillow cover: 50x70cm
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pillow case Essenso

100% COTTON

2pcs

Enhance your bedroom decor with attractive
Dormeo Essenso Pillow Cases. Made from 100%
cotton, these pillow cases offer a smooth surface
and they pair well with all our Dormeo beddings.
When looking for pure natural sleeping experience
with a silky touch, cotton covers will guarantee
you the soft touch of nature deeply felt.

SET

100% cotton
Size: 50x70cm or 40x60cm
Cases come in 4 timeless universal colors: White, Blue, Beige and Violet.

Packaging includes 2pcs of Dormeo Essenso Pillow cases.

fitted sheet Essenso

100% COTTON

Stretch comfortably over a mattress, with
incredible softness against your skin. Fitted
sheets are made of 100% cotton are elasticated
on all four corners so they fit and stay firmly
placed on your mattress. Cotton fibre possesses
unique properties of strength and durability.
100% cotton
Extra high
Available in all standard dimensions
Available in 2 colors: White and Beige.
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Home decor
We o f f er home de cor Dorme o products
s o that ever y m e mber of your famil y can
e n joy home to th e ful l e st. Le t e ver y cor n e r
b re athe wi th warmth and coz iness and se e
h o w go od i t f eel s to be at h ome. . .
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carpet
You can put this especially soft Asana carpet in your bedroom as
well as in your kid‘s room to create a cozy place for play.
Size: 100x150cm and 130x170cm
Washable
2cm of Memory foam

MEMORY FOAM

ANTI-SLIP BOTTOM

bath mat
Treat yourself with home spa experience. It gives your bathroom a touch of
seashore with its 3D coral shaped upper surface.
Size: 50x70cm
Washable
3D shape

3D SHAPE
MEMORY FOAM
ANTI-SLIP BOTTOM
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2 in 1

blanket Light

BED THROW
& BLANKET

Use this lightweight, pleasant to the touch blanket on its own during warmer
days and nights or as an added layer of warmth during colder months. The
blanket is both functional and decorative, as you also use it as a bed throw.
Reversible design in light and darker color.
Silvadur® treatment prevents bacteria and odours.
Ultrasonic quilting.
Machine washable.
Available in 3 color combinations: blue, beige, purple.
Consists of: Top/bottom fabric: 100% polyester, 80gsm microfiber.
Filling: 100gsm, 100% polyester.
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blanket All Year
This blanket was designed for many uses and is perfect for your home, office,
car, camping, travelling and sleepovers. Use it as a blanket or bed throw.
Lightweight, breathable and soft.
Machine washable.
Available in 2 colors: mauve, grey.

Consists of: 100% acrylic fibres
Sizes: 140x200, 200x200cm.
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blanket & cushion Warm hug SET
The new Warm Hug set is super soft, cuddly and furry, thus
it is ideal for cold winter times and will turn any spot into
a cozy corner.
Trendy two-sided color and material combination.
Matches any interior.
With clip button for wrapping up.
Machine washable.
Available in 5 colors: blue, red, brown, silver and lily.
Consists of: 100% polyester.
Sizes: 130x190 & 1x cushion 40x40,
200x200 cm & 1x cushion 40x40.

cushion Warm hug
The new super soft, cuddly and furry cushion perfectly
compliments the new Dormeo Warm Hug Set and any
bedroom or living room decor. Choose between soft fleece
or fur side.
Trendy two-sided
Machine washable.
Available in 5 colors.
Consists of: 100 % polyester
(Wellsleep® advanced micro fibers).
Size: 40x40.
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home robe Warm hug
Embrace yourself in the ultimate level of comfort and pamper
yourself. Made of fleece, which is extremely warm and soft to
the touch.
His and her version.
With two pockets and matching belt.
With hoody on lily version.
Machine washale.
Available in 2 colors: lily, blue.
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Consists of: 100% acrylic fibres
Size: Lily (S, M, L), Blue (M, L, XL).

COLL

A

gift set Warm hug
Hot water bottle can warm you up in bed, alleviate menstrual
cramps and help sooth small aches and pains; while socks are
super soft and extra warm. Perfect set for all the comfort you
need.
Available in 2 colors: lily, blue.
Consists of: Hot water bottle: 50% natural rubber, 50% plastic;
cover: 100% artificial plush (100% polyester);
Socks: 100% polyester
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blanket & cushion
Warm hug Kids SET
With the design of a sky, full of stars that glow in the dark
and soft faux fur on the top side this set will make your kids
believe in magic.
Colourful on one side, white faux fur on the other.
Glow in the dark design.
Wellsleep® advanced micro fibers.
Machine washable.
Available in 2 colors: blue, pink.
Consists of: Blanket: 100% polyester. Cushion: Top fabric: 100%
polyster. Bottom fabric: 100% polyester. Filling: 100% polyester.
Size: 130x190 & 1x cushion 37x37cm. 40x40.
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robe Warm hug Kids
Hey kids! Wrap up after a bath or enjoy snuggly warmth
while playing, watching TV, reading or before bed time.
Warm, super soft, colourful and with playful detail – cat’s
ears.

One model for girls, one for boys.
Rich matt fleece is extremely warm and soft.
With hoody, two front pockets, elastic belt and playful ears.
Machine washable.

Available in 2 colors: blue, pink.

Consists of: 100% acrylic fibres
Available in 1 dimension (length: 81 cm, bust: 37cm, sleeve length: 42 cm).

cushion Warm hug Kids Star
The soft, colourful and comforting plush cushion will make
your children fall asleep easier and dream about stars. Turn
on its colored LED lights and gently brighten up the room.
Battery pouch (pillow requires 3x AA batteries).
Press button and choose between 7 pastel colors.

Consists of: Fabric: polyester. Filling: cotton.
Size: 39x66 cm.
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blanket Extreme Soft
Soft and sumptuous, this blanket will keep you warm and
cozy no matter the season. The contemporary design of
this blanket also provides a distinctive, stylish look while
providing comfort and warmth.
Luxuriously gentle to your skin.
Corner ribbon with message “Home is where the heart is”.

Available in 3 colors:
bronze, purple and dark blue.

Consists of: Front fabric: 100% polyester
(micro plush fleece).
Back fabric: 100% polyester (coral fleece).
Size: 130x160cm.

cushion Extreme Soft
Ultra soft, durable and cozy cushion for enjoying peace
& quiet after a long day. The unique two sided color
combination will add creative accent to your home décor.
Available in 3 colors:
bronze, purple and dark blue.

Consists of: Core: 100& polyester (Wellsleep® advanced micro fibres).
Cover: Front fabric: 100 % polyester (micro plush fleece).
Back fabric: 100% polyester (coral fleece).
Size: 2 pcs set: 2x cushion 40x40 cm.
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cushion Sleep Inspiration
This beautiful classic or decorative cushion which will bring
a feeling of spring in your bedroom or living room.
Multicolour dot design on both sides.
Breathable.
Removable and washable cover.
Available in 2 colors: pink and azzuro.
Consists of: Outer fabric: 100% cotton.
Filling: Wellsleep® advanced microfibers.
Size: 45x45cm.

humidifier Air
Increases room humidity for the perfect indoor comfort
and helps relieve health discomforts. High-frequency
sounds generate high pressure at the bottom of humidifier
and release small air bubbles, ensuring relaxed breathing,
Fits 2 litres of water.
Up to 16 hours of operation with one fill.
2 settings for mist density and LED light.
Can also be used as aroma diffuser, just add a few drops
of perfume or liquid aroma.
Low power consumption.
One touch operation and automatic shut-off protection.

Moisture capacity: Small output level: 50-70 ml/h. Large output level: 90-120 ml/h.
Coverage area: 30 m2
Noise: < 30 dB
Size: 150x304 mm.
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BATH COLLECTION
Fantasia

3

2

1

4

5
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BATHROOM ACCESSORIES providing you with
the most functional and classy pieces for the modern bathroom.
Dormeo Fantasia collection is in its design keeping up with the
latest styles and trends, while maintaining its elegant feel. The
range of products has been developed in a way so you can create
completely personalized look and feel for your bathroom space.
Whole collection is aligned throughout the consisting products in
terms of colors and design. You can chose between harmonious,
opulent BEIGE color and lively, daring TURQUOISE,
whilst both are refreshed by modern and catchy design.

towel

1

Towel Fantasia provides you with the softest feel and has very
good absorbability. It is made of 100% cotton.
Available in 2 dimensions: 50x100cm, 70x140 cm.

bathrobe

laundry basket
2

This 100% cotton bathrobe will pamper you with the quality and
performance that you desire. It has terry inner side, with soft,
towel like feeling and waffle fabric outer side that gives you a
spa sensation.
3 unisex dimensions: S, M, L.

bath curtain

This water repellent and machine washable bath curtain
available in two color combinations will be great addition to your
bathroom.
Available in dimension: 180x180cm
12 plastic hooks are included
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Canvas laundry basket is collapsible and lightweight and ith
stylish and lively design can be a perfect home décor.
38x49cm
FOLDABLE

bath mat
3

4

5

Memory foam bath mat covered with absorbent and fastdrying fleece is perfect solution for all kind of flat surfaces
bath mat is treated with CleanEffect®.
Available in dimension: 50x70cm.
MEMORY FOAM
ANTI-SLIP BOTTOM
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Furniture
Do rmeo f urn i ture wil l bring perfect s t y le
a n d elegant c o mfort into your h ouse . It will
p rovi de yo u r b ody al l th e support you n e e d
w h ile gi vi ng your bedroom or l iv ing room
d é co r an attractiv e touch .
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fold-a-chair Cozy
The well-known butterfly chair is a popular seating option for
closed and/or open spaces and great portable sitting solution. It
is incredibly comfortable and portable. It has plush outer material
that will feel amazing to lean back against when you‘re reading,
studying or watching a movie. This chair you can fold up when not
in use and store it under your bed or in a corner of your home.
FOLDABLE
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INDOOR & OUTDOOR USAGE

Available in 2 colors.
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WARRANT Y

2

YEARS

bedframe Dolce
Make your bedroom look like a 5-stars luxury hotel room with
the stylish, upholstery bedframe with high headboard, made of
rich quality fabric.

Choose between Dolce with straight headboard surface and
Dolce Premium with tufted buttons on headboard.
Available dimensions: 90x200, 140x200, 160x200, 180x200cm.
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WARRANT Y

2

YEARS

bedframe Mamut
The stylish minimalistic-look bedframe with flat headboard
is made of massive 3,2cm boards of laminated chipboard for
excellent bed support.
2 height options to accommodate all mattress depths.
Available dimensions: 90x200, 120x200, 140x200, 160x200, 180x200cm.
Available in two colors: white, white oak.
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Price list
Mattresses

mattress Air+ Select

XXXX

mattress Air+ Select

XXXX

mattress iMemory S Plus

XXXX

mattress Fresh Prima

XXXX

mattress iMemory Silver

XXXX

mattress Aloe Vera Plus

XXXX

mattress Aloe Vera

XXXX

mattress Siena

XXXX

mattress Baby

XXXX

futon 3in1

XXXX

Slatted bed bases

Price in EUR

slatted bed base Trio Electric Flex

XXXX

slatted bed base Trio Flex

XXXX

slatted bed base Silver Flex

XXXX

slatted bed base Clip Flex

XXXX

slatted bed base Compact Flex

XXXX

Toppers

Price in EUR

topper Air

XXXX

topper Renew Natura

XXXX

topper Memosan Roll Up 3+2 or 5+2

XXXX

topper Yin&Yan

XXXX

topper Silver Plus 3 zones

XXXX

topper Roll Up Green Tea

XXXX

Mattress protectors / Enhancers
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Price in EUR

Price in EUR

mattress protector 3D

XXXX

mattress protector Aloe Vera

XXXX

mattress protector Fresh

XXXX

mattress protector Dreamspace

XXXX

mattress protector Renew Natura

XXXX

pillow protector Cotton

XXXX

enhancer Cooling

XXXX
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Pillows and duvets

Price in EUR

pillow Air+ Smart

XXXX

pillow Air+ Smart

XXXX

pillow Travel

XXXX

classic pillow Memosan

XXXX

anatomic pillow Memosan

XXXX

anatomic pillow Renew Natura

XXXX

anatomic pillow Sleep Inspiration

XXXX

anatomic pillow Siena

XXXX

classic pillow Siena

XXXX

anatomic pillow Dreamspace

XXXX

classic pillow NatureFeel

XXXX

classic pillow Renew Natura

XXXX

classic pillow Yin&Yan

XXXX

classic pillow Dreamspace

XXXX

classic pillow Aloe Vera

XXXX

anatomic pillow Aloe Vera

XXXX

classic pillow Sleep Inspiration

XXXX

classic pillow Sleep Inspiration Plus

XXXX

classic pillow Siena

XXXX

duvet NatureFeel

XXXX

duvet Dreamspace

XXXX

duvet Sleep Inspiration

XXXX

duvet Siena

XXXX

duvet Aloe Vera

XXXX

light duvet Aloe Vera

XXXX

double duvet Aloe Vera

XXXX

Bedding sets

Price in EUR

bedding set Renew Natura

XXXX

bedding set Sleep Inspiration

XXXX

bedding set Primavera

XXXX

bedding set Seaworld

XXXX

bedding set Warm Hug

XXXX

bedding set Magic Lights
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bedding set Gala

XXXX

bedding set Fairy Forest

XXXX

pillow case Essenso

XXXX

fitted sheet Essenso

XXXX

Home decor

Price in EUR

carpet Asana

XXXX

bath mat Coral

XXXX

blanket Light

XXXX

blanket All Year

XXXX

blanket & cushion Warm hug SET

XXXX

cushion Warm hug

XXXX

home robe Warm hug

XXXX

gift set Warm hug

XXXX

blanket & cushion Warm hug Kids SET

XXXX

robe Warm hug Kids

XXXX

cushion Warm hug Kids Star

XXXX

blanket Extreme Soft

XXXX

cushion Extreme Soft

XXXX

cushion Sleep Inspiration

XXXX

humidifier Air

XXXX

Bath collection

Price in EUR

towel Fantasia

XXXX

bathrobe Fantasia

XXXX

bath curtain Fantasia

XXXX

laundry basket Fantasia

XXXX

bath mat Fantasia

XXXX

Furniture
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Price in EUR

fold-a-chair Cozy

XXXX

bedframe Dolce

XXXX

bedframe Mamut

XXXX

a good night’s sleep
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www.facebook.com/Dormeo
DORMEO stores:
Ozo g. 25, Vilnius (PPC „Akropolis“, prieš
„Ermitažo“ kasas). Darbo laikas: I–VII 10–22 val.

Aido g. 8, Šiauliai (PPC „Akropolis“).
Darbo laikas: I-VII 10-21 val.

Karaliaus Mindaugo pr. 49, Kaunas (PPC
„Akropolis“). Darbo laikas: I–VII 10–21 val.

Taikos pr. 61, Klaipėda (PPC „Akropolis“).
Darbo laikas: I–VII 10–21 val.

Islandijos pl. 32, Kaunas (PLC „Mega“).
Darbo laikas: I–VII 10–22 val.

eo store
(List all Dorm
addresses here)

Dormeo products also in:
TOP SHOP
Ateities g. 91, Vilnius (PC „Mandarinas“).
Darbo laikas: I–VI 10–21 val., VII 10–19 val.
Saltoniškių g. 9, Vilnius (PC „Panorama“).
Darbo laikas: I–VII 10–22 val.
Liepkalnio g., Vilnius 112 ( PC „Maxima“).
Darbo laikas: I–V 10–20 val., VI–VII 10–19 val.
Pramonės pr. 14, Kaunas (Prekybos miestelis „Urmas“).
Darbo laikas: I–VII 10–22 val.
Tilžės g. 109, Šiauliai (PLC „Saulės Miestas“).
Darbo laikas: I–VII 10–21 val.
Šilutės pl. 35, Klaipėda (PC „Banginis“).
Darbo laikas: I–VII 10–20 val.

BALDŲ CENTRAS
Tilto g. 2 Kėdainiai (PC IKI II aukštas).
DAINAVOS BALDAI
Rungos g. 8, Elektrėnai.
Gedimino g. 116, Kaišiadorys.
Naugarduko g. 55A, Vilnius, Baldų namai
„Skraja“, II a.
ERMITAŽAS
Ozo g. 25. Vilnius.
Raudondvario pl. 131. Kaunas.
Palangos pl. 16, Sudmantų k. Klaipėdos raj.
Tilžės g. 227, Šiauliai.
GINTARO BALDAI
Nuo 2015 m. vasario mėn. visuose salonuose.

Savitiškio g. 61, Panevėžys (PPC „Babilonas-1“).
Darbo laikas: I–VII 10–21 val.

MATO BALDAI
Pramonės pr. 23. Kaunas.
Savanorių pr. 425. Kaunas.
Prekybos miestelis „Urmas“: Žalia galerija 9 salė,
Kaunas.
Prekybos miestelis „Urmas“: Balta galerija 7 salė,
Kaunas.

AUDĖJAS
Drujos g. 2, II aukštas, Vilnius.

PC GUSTINA
Bažnyčių g. 10, Tauragė.

BALDAI TAU
Kanapelkos g. 2, Molėtai.

SENUKAI
Draugystes g. 8 c, II aukštas, Kaunas.

BALDAI VISIEMS
Kauno g. 102, II aukštas, Marijampolė.

SERVIRA
Vilniaus g. 146, Raseiniai.

Basanavičiaus g. 52, Utena (PC „Senukai“).
Darbo laikas: I–V 10–19 val., VI 9–16 val.,
VII 9–14 val.
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